VM SUPER LIGHT
The VM Super Light frame is a single-sided LED
display frame with a sleek silver border to the top
and bottom edges of the lightbox. With concealed
fixings on the reverse of the frame and a depth of
11mm, the LED-lit frame is available in A4 and A3
dimensions in a landscape orientation. Graphics are
slid easily in and out of the frame to make updating
each display as quick and simple as possible.

KEY FEATURES

High luminosity

Stylish design

Easy updates

Display versatility

Delivering 3600 Lux, this
is a super bright singlesided frame

Silver aluminium border
frames each graphic

Slide graphics in and out
of the frame

A range of installation
solutions to suit each
situation

DETAIL
The VM Super Light LED light box is one of our most versatile frames and has been designed to fit a
number of installation solutions available from VitrineMedia UK including VM Cable, VM Wall and VM
Box. With VM Cable and VM Wall, numerous VM Super Light frames can be suspended or fixed in
rows to create stylish displays which can be positioned along walls and column areas.
For portable installations, VM Super Light is compatible with two unique free-standing display
stands, VM Box and VM Mobile Stand Easy Clip. These two stands are particularly suitable for
window displays and temporary display requirements such as events and exhibitions. Using an
innovative fixing system, VM Super Light frames are easily clipped on and off the stands to create
flexible displays.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
A4 frame dimensions

298 x 250mm

A3 frame dimensions

422 x 333mm

Depth

11mm

Electric tension

24 Volts

LED light intensity

3600 Lux

Number of LEDs

56 (A4 frame)

Fixing system

Hidden fixings to back
of frame

Double-sided lit panel

No, single-sided
illumination

Watt format A4

3.2W

Watt format A3

5.4W

Compatible solutions

VM Cable, VM Wall
(vertical rods only), VM
Box, Mobile Stand Easy
Clip

